
BUSINESS AREAS

Adatech is one of the leading companies in the machinery 
sector, which is indispensable in the industry. It offers its 
solutions for businesses and facilities operating in the fields of 
robotics, industrial image processing, automation and 
manufacturing with the experience of a team of expert 
engineers. 

Adatech identifies your needs and is there for you from the 
beginning of your project to commissioning.

MACHINE



ROBOTICS
Adatech's engineering team uses industry-leading technologies to deliver turnkey tailor-made 
industrial robotics solutions to meet your production, material handling and supply chain needs.  
We cooperate with you at every stage of the project, from design to manufacturing to 
mechanical and electrical assembly.

Our engineers reference their on-premises skills and cross-industry experience to maximize 
turnkey options or design customized components for maximum performance in your personal 
areas of use .  

Our highly trained welders, metal manufacturers and paver team implement your fully tested 
robotic solution, from robotic work cell station to carefully constructed arm tools.

Our Specialties
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1.   Industrial Robots
Simultaneous kartesian robot,
Cylindrical manipulator,
Global manipulator,
Masfallı manipülatör,
Manipülatör scale.

2.   Operational Robots
Packaging and palletizing,
Transport and part Transfer,
MIG / MAG sub-gas welding ,
Plasma cutting ,
Machine and CNC feed,
Press feeding,
Polisaj,
Cutting and burring,
Collaborative robots.



Packaging and palletizing,
Transport and part Transfer,
MIG / MAG sub-gas welding ,
Plasma cutting ,
Machine and CNC feed,
Press feeding,
Polisaj,
Cutting and burring,
Collaborative robots.

IMAGE PROCESSING
Adatech products help a wide range of industries around the world with regular positioning, 
distance measurement and manufacturing processes. In addition to the 2D and 3D cameras, 
smart cameras discover defective products early in the manufacturing process, reduce costs 
and provide solutions that improve automated manufacturing processes.  

Adatech provides application-specific digital image processing solutions built for easy-to-use 
and continuous quality monitoring and control. Industrial image processing can automate 
almost any monitoring and measurement tasks.

Each type of camera is suitable for a specific set of applications or tasks. As an independent 
system integrator, we use the most suitable components and techniques for your application. All 
of our camera systems are suitable for use in a variety of industries and have proven reliable in 
harsh industrial environments.

Our Specialties
Safety, criminal laboratory studies,
Military industry,
Underwater imaging,
Robotic imaging,
Traffic systems,
Radar applications,
Astronomy applications,
Face / object recognition.
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MACHINE AUTOMATION
Adatech  continuously delivers innovative automation solutions with higher cost/performance 
ratios on the machines it manufactures, as a result of ever-increasing cost challenges and 
improved performance demands.  Our products offer commercially ready-to-use components 
and other technologies to deliver higher performance at cheaper costs in smaller form factors to 
meet these needs. 

The automation system of a machine usually consists of power and control components. These 
can be found in a single panel for a smaller machine, but larger machines may require multiple 
panels, usually one for control and one for power. The primary subsystems and components of 
the machine automation systems we offer are:

Adatech provides you with solutions at every stage of the creation of these systems, which are 
formed by the intertwined integration of many subsystems with their experience and successful 
projects in machine automation.

Power distribution,
Drivers and engine control,
Protection mechanism,
Programmable controllers,
Digital and Analog I/O,
Communication systems,
HMI.

Our Specialties
Simultaneous cartesian robot automation,
Cylindrical manipulator automation,
Global manipulator automation,
Masfalli manipulator automation,
Scara manipülatör otomasyonu,
Packaging and palletizing automation,
Transport and part transfer automation,

MIG / MAG sub-gas welding automation,
Machine and CNC feed automation,
Press feed automation,
Polishing automation,
Automation of cutting and burring,
Multipurpose robot automations.
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MACHINE MANUFACTURING
Adatech sees industrial machinery manufacturing as an important business for the world, 
producing everything from tools and heavy equipment for the construction and mining 
industries to machines needed to expand energy production and distribution infrastructure. It is 
used in the production of industrial machinery, aircraft, ships and other vehicles. It can be said 
that the success of many industries depends on the ongoing manufacture of industrial 
machinery. 

The speed, quality and quantity of production have improved as a result of technological 
developments in industrial machinery manufacturing, increasing productivity and profitability. 
Investments and economic conditions in industrial machinery sectors are important all over the 
world. 

Adatech  provides the most efficient machine manufacturing experience for you from the 
projecting stage to the manufacturing stage for every sector needed.
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Our Specialties
1.  Industrial Robots

Simultaneous cartesian robot,
Cylindrical manipulator,
Global manipulator,
Masfallı manipülatör,
Manipülatör scale.

2.  Operational Robots
Transport and part Transfer,
MIG / MAG sub-gas welding ,
Plasma cutting,
Machine and CNC feed,

Press feeding,
Polisaj,
Cutting and burring,
Collaborative robots.


